Activities for Cultural Arena
1. OPEN MIC
Students have to register via google forms.
Open mic is a fun active for all the entertainer who are full of entertainment and entertainment
Platform for poets, standup comedy, story tellers and ole., the best entertainer will get exciting
prize and vouchers
Entry fee per student - 50 rs.

2. Comic Saga
Students will participate in the fun quiz filled with questions and rounds regarding their favorite shows and
movies like marvel, friends, harry potter and many more.
It will consist of 2 preliminary rounds and final rounds. The type of questions will be diverse and fun
filled. It will be held through zoom platform.
Entry fee per member- 50 Rs

3. Act o Mania
This competition is for all the drama enthusiasts. They will have to present their acting and narrating skills
through act presentation.
They will be either given topics to act upon or will be given options to choose from
Entry fee per member-. 50 Rs

4. MAN KI BAAT - A DEBATE COMPETITION
This event is for all the people who love to express their views and opinions on the topic they will be given
to speak upon through literary commands
It will consist of 3 wherein the best 10 will compete in 2nd round to move to the finals and win the award
for the best Debater
Entry fee per member-50 Rs.

5. Treasure Hunt
"Clear vision holds the key"
A team of four members will have to solve some fun and intellectual clues to find the final treasure through e
platforms.
It consists of 2-3 rounds.
Winner is going to get some exciting prizes...!!
Fee per person - 50 rs each.

6. FASHION BRIGANZA
Rules:
1. Platform for the final round is zoom/ Google meet.
2. Vulgarity in any form is strictly prohibited.
3. Decision of judges will be final.
4. Scores in the final round will be calculated by adding the scores given by the judges.
5. Any kind of vulgarity in costumes, Choice of songs, inappropriate use of gestures and body
language during the performance will lead to disqualification.
6. In case of any unforeseen controversy, the decision of the management will be final.
7. The event comprises of two rounds.
Round 1 – Ramp Walk
Participants have to send a 1 min. video of themselves doing a ramp walk on Email id : …….
The length of the video must not exceed 1 minute.
Video should be original in content.
Rename your file while submission (name, college name).
Judgement criteria
Confidence
Costume
Walk.
Only selected participants will go for Round 2.
Round 2 - Talent, Question and answer round. It will have two segments:
1.
In the first segment, selected participants will get maximum of 5 minutes to showcase their talent.
Send your
video on Email id.
2.
In the second segment, the selected participants will be asked questions by the Judges. This segment
will be live. The winners of this round will be Declared Winners.

Judgement criteria:
• Attitude
• Confidence
• Body language
• Creativity and innovation
• Presence of mind Rules may get modulated under certain circumstances Registration fees: 100 per
person

7. MELODY OF CHORDS
The world of music is captivating, bright, and diverse. We all enjoy a good piece of melody, heartbroken, or a
lazy afternoon shower, music has owned its tasteful way to work up your dopamine. Having said that, a
professional in this arena will always know how to adjust their tone, have consistency and create each note
distinct from the other to create an intended musical effect. It's time to witness the vocalist in you, the craft that
you have precisely bead, your astounding vocal arrangement, and a versed melody of your clear enunciation as
the podium is set at “E-Euphoria -fiesta of talent and imagination”
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Rules
All the participants need to make 1 solo music video, the presence of any other individual except for the
participant will directly lead to elimination.
Time limit 2-3minutes
Background music is compulsory for all the videos (you can either play any instrument or use a Karaoke)
In case the participant is camera conscious & not comfortable in being present in the video, you can record the
video on a black background too (Note: Extra points for being present in the video)
No other video needs to be made for the final round; the videos sent in the previous round will be considered
for this round as well.
Judgement will be based on the judges' decision.
Judgement Criteria:
Tone Quality - Clarity, Focus, Consistency
Rhythm – Accuracy of notes, duration Intonation – Pitch Accuracy Technique – Range Control, Skill, Vocal
Technique
Registration fees: 100 per head

8. DYNASTY OF DANCE
It is going to be an online dance competition having categories of solo performances.
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This will have categories of solo performance.
Platform Google Meet.
All dance forms are allowed

Theme: Fusion. Deviation from the theme will lead to disqualification.
Decision of the judge(s) shall be final and binding
Adding additional elements in the video is not allowed. Use of any kind of special effects is strictly prohibited
Participants have to adhere to the video submission time given otherwise it will lead to disqualification Round
Elimination Round
Participants have to submit only a single 4-6 minutes video (The initial 2.5 minutes section of their performance
will be used to select the finalists.)

The videos should be last date of submission is.
Voiceovers and fusion music are allowed
Vulgarity and obscenity at any point are strictly prohibited. It can lead to immediate disqualification. Songs to be
chosen accordingly
The mail must include the contact details of the appropriate person to coordinate with. Submission:
1.) Rename the video as "(College Name) - (Registration Number of the participant)
2.) The Participant should mail the video to ………………… The subject of the mail should be Elimination(College Name)
Round 2: Showcase Round
The video sent for the elimination round will be judged again for this round as well
Judgement Criteria:
> Costume
> Musicality
> Choreography: X-factor
> Originality
>Presentation
Registration fee:
100 per
participant

